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Abstract
In this work, we propose a robust approach to design distributed controllers for unknown-
but-sparse linear and time-invariant systems. By leveraging modern techniques in distributed
controller synthesis and structured linear inverse problems as applied to system identification,
we show that near-optimal distributed controllers can be learned with sub-linear sample com-
plexity and computed with near-linear time complexity, both measured with respect to the
dimension of the system. In particular, we provide sharp end-to-end guarantees on the stability
and the performance of the designed distributed controller and prove that for sparse systems,
the number of samples needed to guarantee robust and near optimal performance of the de-
signed controller can be significantly smaller than the dimension of the system. Finally, we
show that the proposed optimization problem can be solved to global optimality with near-
linear time complexity by iteratively solving a series of small quadratic programs.
1 Introduction
Encouraged by the success of machine learning (ML) techniques applied to complex decision mak-
ing problems [1] such as image classification [2], video and board games [3, 4, 5], and robotics
[6, 7, 8], the use of ML for the control of autonomous systems interacting with physical environ-
ments has been an active area of research in recent years. While there is an increasing body of
work studying the theoretical and practical aspects of deploying learning-enabled control policies
in individual systems (e.g., self-driving cars, agile robots) [8, 6, 9, 10, 11], there has been little
work studying the use of these techniques on distributed systems, that is to say systems composed
of interconnected and often spatially-distributed subsystems. Examples of such distributed systems
include intelligent transportation systems and cities, smart grids, and distributed sensor networks.
Even when the individual components are well modeled, controlled, and understood, integrating
them into a large-scale, interconnected, and heterogeneous system can make modeling and control
of the full system challenging, strongly motivating the use of machine-learning-based techniques.
Extending the application of data-driven techniques to large-scale and safety-critical systems
requires overcoming several challenges. First, we must ensure that the new data-driven methods
lead to autonomous systems that are safe, reliable, and robust, as many of our target application
areas correspond to safety-critical infrastructure. Failure of such systems could be catastrophic in
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terms of both social, economic, and possible human losses. Second, any proposed learning and
control algorithm must scale gracefully to large-scale and potentially spatially distributed systems.
To address these challenges, we extend the approach taken in [12] for designing centralized con-
trol policies to the distributed optimal control of an unknown distributed dynamical system. We
develop both deterministic and probabilistic guarantees for a novel robust distributed control syn-
thesis approach. Our proposed method is scalable to large systems, and it allows us to provide the
first end-to-end sample complexity guarantees for the distributed optimal control of an unknown
system.
In particular, we consider the discrete-time stochastic linear time-invariant system
x(t+ 1) = A?x(t) +B?u(t) + w(t) (1)
with the state x(t) ∈ Rn, state matrix A? ∈ Rn×n, controllable input u(t) ∈ Rm, input matrix
B? ∈ Rn×m, and exogenous random noise w(t) ∈ Rn (also referred to as disturbance noise). The
goal is to design a control policy u(t) = f({x(τ)}tτ=0, {u(τ)}τt=0) that minimizes the following
expected cost function:
lim
T→∞
1
T
T∑
t=1
E
{
x(t)>Qx(t) + u(t)>Ru(t)
}
(2)
subject to dynamics (1), where Q and R are positive-definite matrices. When the system matrices
are known and there is no communication constraint on the control policy, this problem reduces to
the well-known centralized linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) design for which the static linear pol-
icy u(t) = Kx(t) is known to be optimal. The optimality of this control policy is contingent upon
the full knowledge of the system matrices, as well as the absence of communication constraints on
the structure of the controller. However, these conditions are not satisfied in general, as the system
may be subject to unknown dynamics and spatiotemporal constraints as discussed below:
Unknown dynamics: In many systems, the exact parameters of the dynamics are not known a
priori. In particular, rather than having direct access to the system matrices (A?, B?), we usually
only have access to some estimates (Aˆ, Bˆ) obtained from first principles, domain knowledge, or a
system identification technique. Further, in the distributed setting, the sparsity structure of these
matrices may be unknown as well, due to dynamic interconnections between component sub-
systems. As we describe in the sequel, identifying a structured model is the key to scaling robust
and optimal control methods to large systems.
Spatiotemporal constraints: Large-scale distributed systems, such as power grids and distributed
computing networks, are composed of smaller sub-systems that are locally interconnected accord-
ing to a physical interaction topology. Exploiting the underlying sparsity of these systems, as
induced by the local interactions between subsystems, is crucial in extending robust and optimal
control methods to the distributed setting [13, 14] by allowing local sub-controllers to communi-
cate and coordinate with each other. Furthermore, from a practical perspective, controllers that
can be implemented using finite impulse response (FIR) components lead to simple and intuitive
implementations [15, 16].
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1.1 Contributions
In this work, we overcome the aforementioned difficulties by leveraging recent advances in con-
trol theory and machine learning. Namely, we develop a novel distributed robust control synthesis
method using the System Level Synthesis (SLS) framework [13], and combine it with model error
bounds obtained via the non-asymptotic analysis of regularized estimators as applied to sparse sys-
tem identification [17, 18], leading to a method that is efficient both in sample and computational
complexities.
Given the estimates (Aˆ, Bˆ) of the true system matrices (A?, B?), we are interested in design-
ing a distributed controller that can guarantee the stability of the true system with a small opti-
mality gap in its cost function. In particular, given the estimates Aˆ, Bˆ with an estimation error
 := max{‖Aˆ − A?‖2, ‖Bˆ − B?‖2}, we propose a method to design a dynamic and linear state-
feedback controller K that 1) admits a distributed implementation, respecting the spatiotemporal
constraints imposed by the underlying communication topology, and 2) is robust against the model
uncertainties; in particular, it stabilizes the closed-loop gain A? + B?K and admits a relative sub-
optimality bound J(A?, B?,K)− J? ≤ α(, L)J? for some positive sub-optimality factor α(, L).
Here, J(A?, B?,K) is the value of the cost function (2) achieved by the controller u = Ku acting
on the true system, and J? is the cost of the oracle distributed controller to be formally defined
later. Furthermore, L is the enforced temporal length of the obtained system responses with the
designed controller. We show that the sub-optimality factor α(, L) can be decomposed into two
terms:
α(, L) = αe() + αt(L) (3)
where αe() bounds the performance degradation caused by model uncertainty, and αt(L) bounds
the effect of temporal truncation, which quantifies the deviation of the designed controller from its
oracle counterpart, when the system responses are restricted to the FIR filters with length L. We
prove that the uncertainty and truncation errors decay linearly in  and exponentially in L, respec-
tively. Furthermore, by carefully examining the sparsity structure of the estimated system matrices
and the controller, we show that under some conditions, these errors do not scale with the system
dimensions, and instead, they are only dependent on the sparsity structures of the system dynamics
and the controller, as well as other spectral characteristics of the system. By combining the derived
bounds with the recent high-dimensional system identification techniques [17, 18], we provide
an end-to-end sub-optimality bound on the performance of the designed distributed controller in
terms of the number of sample trajectories that are used for estimating the dynamics, as well as the
required temporal length of the system responses. Finally, we provide an efficient algorithm with
near-linear time complexity to solve the proposed optimization problem. The performance of the
presented method is extensively evaluated in different case studies.
Notation: Upper- and lower-case letters are used to denote matrices and vectors, respectively.
Boldface upper- and lower-case letters refer to transfer matrices and vector-valued signals, respec-
tively. For a matrix M , the symbols ‖M‖2, ‖M‖1, and ‖M‖∞ refer to its induced spectral norm,
induced norm-1, and maximum absolute value of its elements, respectively. The symbols H2 and
H∞ are endowed with the standard definitions of the Hardy spaces, and RH2 and RH∞ corre-
spond to the restriction of these spaces to the set of real, rational, and proper transfer functions.
For a transfer matrix M ∈ RH∞, one can write M =
∑∞
τ=0M(τ)z
−τ , where M(τ) is the τ th
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spectral component of M. The notation x ∼ N (µ,Σ) implies that x is a random vector drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ. Given a matrix M , the
symbol supp(M) refers to a binary matrix that shares the same sparsity pattern as M . Finally,
given a matrix M0, the set S(M0) is defined as {M | supp(M) = supp(M0)}.
1.2 Related Work
Distributed Control Many dynamical systems, such as the power grid, intelligent transportation
systems, and distributed computing networks, are large-scale, physically distributed, and intercon-
nected. In such settings, control systems are composed of several sub-controllers, each equipped
with their own sensors and actuators – these sub-controllers then exchange local sensor measure-
ments and control actions via a communication network. This information exchange between sub-
controllers is constrained by the underlying properties of the communication network, ultimately
manifesting as information asymmetry among sub-controllers. This information asymmetry is
what makes distributed optimal controller synthesis challenging [19, 20, 14, 21, 22, 23]—indeed,
early negative results gave reason to suspect that the resulting distributed optimal control problems
were intractable [24, 25].
However, in the early 2000s, a body of work [21, 26, 27, 22, 14, 20, 23] culminating with the
introduction of quadratic invariance (QI) in the seminal paper [14], showed that for a large class
of practically relevant systems, the resulting distributed optimal control problem is convex. The
identification of QI as a useful condition for determining the tractability of a distributed optimal
control problem led to an explosion of synthesis results in this area [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37]. These results showed that the robust and optimal control methods that were proven
so powerful for centralized systems could be used in distributed settings. However, they also
made clear that the synthesis and implementation of QI distributed optimal controllers did not
scale gracefully with the size of the underlying system—indeed, the complexity of computing a QI
distributed optimal controller is at least as expensive to compute as its centralized counterpart, and
can be more difficult to implement. This lack of scalability motivated the development of the SLS
framework [13], which allowed for the convex synthesis of localized distributed optimal controllers
[15, 16] that enjoyed order constant synthesis and implementation complexity. In this paper, we
build upon the SLS framework to synthesize an efficient learning-based distributed controller.
System Identification Estimating system models from input/output experiments has a well-
developed theory dating back to the 1960s, particularly in the case of linear and time-invariant
systems. Standard reference textbooks on the topic include [38, 39, 40, 41], all focusing on estab-
lishing asymptotic consistency of the proposed estimators.
On the other hand, contemporary results in statistical learning as applied to system identifica-
tion seek to characterize finite time and finite data rates, leaning heavily on tools from stochastic
optimization and concentration of measure. Such finite-time guarantees provide estimates of both
system parameters and their uncertainty, which allows for a natural bridge to robust/optimal con-
trol. In [12], it was shown that under full state observation, if the system is driven by Gaussian
noise, the ordinary least squares estimate of the system matrices constructed from independent data
points achieves order optimal rates that are linear in the system dimension. This result was later
generalized to the single trajectory setting for (i) marginally stable systems in [42], (ii) unstable
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systems in [43], and (iii) partially observed stable systems in [44, 45, 46, 47].
In this paper, we leverage recent analogous results for the identification of sparse state-space
parameters [48, 18], where rates are shown to be logarithmic in the ambient dimension, and poly-
nomial in the number of nonzero elements to be estimated. We note that [18] builds on [49],
wherein non-asymptotic guarantees on the identification of sparse autonomous dynamical systems
are established.
Machine Learning for Continuous Control We focus on classical and contemporary results
most related to the approach taken in this paper. The use of learning and adaptation in controller
design goes back to Kalman: in particular, self-tuning adaptive control, as pioneered in [50, 51],
proved to be successful, and was followed by a long sequence of contributions to adaptive control
theory, deriving conditions for convergence, stability, robustness and performance under various
assumptions. Contemporary approaches can be viewed as non-asymptotic refinements of these
classical problems. The modern study of adaptive control, as applied to the LQR problem, was
initiated in [52], which provided regret bounds for the optimal LQR control of an unknown system.
The work [52] uses an Optimism in the Face of Uncertainty (OFU) based approach, where it
maintains confidence ellipsoids of system parameters and selects those parameters that lead to the
best closed-loop performance. This work was followed up by several refinements and extensions to
different settings [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59], and can all be viewed as model-based reinforcement
learning algorithms. Another approach was taken in [60], where the authors proposed a learning-
based model predictive control (MPC) approach to guarantee the robustness and high performance
of an unknown system.
Closest to our work are the results in [12], where the LQR optimal control of an unknown
system is studied in the centralized setting. In [12], the authors propose a two-step procedure.
First, they identify a coarse model of the matrices (A?, B?) describing system behavior, as well
as high-probability bounds on the corresponding model estimate uncertainty. They then use these
model and uncertainty estimates to synthesize a robustly stabilizing controller, and analyze the
end-to-end sample complexity of the resulting controller performance. We generalize this ap-
proach to distributed settings, by efficiently exploiting the structure of the system both during the
identification and control synthesis phase. This in turn allows us to reduce both the sample and
computational complexities of learning distributed controllers, as will be described in the sequel.
2 Preliminaries on System Level Synthesis
Given the true system matrices, the optimal centralized LQR controller can be computed by solving
its corresponding Ricatti equation [61]. However, as described above, in general the resulting
problem becomes highly difficult when solving for a structured controller since it amounts to an
NP-hard problem [62]. To circumvent this inherent difficulty, [13] introduces the SLS framework,
and shows how it can be used to synthesize distributed controllers by optimizing over their induced
closed-loop system responses.
We motivate this approach via a simple example. Given a static state-feedback control policy
K, the closed-loop map from the disturbance noise {w(0), w(1), . . . } to the state x(t) and the
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Figure 1: Internally stabilizing realization of the SLS controller specified in Theorem 1. Notice
that sparsity structure imposed on the system responses {Φx,Φu} translates directly to the internal
sparsity structure of the corresponding controller realization.
control input u(t) at time t is given by
x(t) =
∑t
τ=0(A? +B?K)
τw(t− τ − 1) ,
u(t) =
∑t
τ=0K(A? +B?K)
τw(t− τ − 1) . (4)
where, with a slight abuse of notation, the initial state x(0) is denoted by w(−1). Letting Φx(t) :=
(A? +B?K)
t−1 and Φu(t) := K(A? +B?K)t−1, we can rewrite (4) as[
x(t)
u(t)
]
=
t∑
τ=0
[
Φx(τ)
Φu(τ)
]
w(t− τ − 1) , (5)
where {Φx(t),Φu(t)} are called the system responses induced by the controllerK. The closed-loop
system response elements can be defined for a dynamic controller in a similar vein. In particular,
consider the control policy u = Kx for some dynamic controller K. Then, the closed-loop transfer
matrices from the disturbance noise w to the state x and control action u satisfy[
x
u
]
=
[
(zI − A−BK)−1
K(zI − A−BK)−1
]
w. (6)
The following theorem parameterizes the set of stable closed-loop transfer matrices, as described
in (6), that are achievable by any stabilizing controller K.
Theorem 1 (State-Feedback Parameterization [13]). The followings are true:
- The affine subspace defined by
[
zI − A −B] [Φx
Φu
]
= I, Φx,Φu ∈ 1
z
RH∞ (7)
parameterizes all system responses (6) from w to (x,u) that are achievable by an internally
stabilizing state-feedback controller K.
- For any transfer matrices {Φx,Φu} satisfying (7), the controller K = ΦuΦ−1x , as imple-
mented in Figure 1, is internally stabilizing and achieves the desired system response (6).
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We now make two comments on the consequences of Theorem 1. First, note that {Φx,Φu} =
{(zI−A−BK)−1,K(zI−A−BK)−1} (as described in (6)) are elements of the affine subspace
defined by (7) whenever K is a causal stabilizing controller. It is clear from (7) that any pair of
transfer functions that satisfy (7) also obey
Φx(t+ 1) = A?Φx(t) +B?Φu(t) , Φx(1) = I , ∀t ≥ 1 , (8)
and hence, satisfy the state-space equation. Furthermore, the above theorem implies that there
exists a dynamic controller K that achieves these system responses. The SLS framework therefore
allows for any optimal control problem over linear systems to be cast as an optimization problem
over elements {Φx(t),Φu(t)}, constrained to satisfy the affine equations (8). Comparing equations
(4) and (5), we see that the former is non-convex in the controller K, whereas the latter is convex in
the elements {Φx(t),Φu(t)}, enabling solutions to previously difficult optimal control problems.
Second, notice that the realization of the controller K = ΦuΦ−1x in Figure 1 implies that any
sparsity structure imposed on the the system responses translates directly to the internal structure
of the corresponding controller. Therefore, we can synthesize controllers that admit distributed
realizations by imposing appropriate structural constraints on the system responses. For example,
if we wish to limit communications between sub-controllers that are first neighbors according to
the topology defined by A, it suffices to impose additional linear constraints that the supports of the
system responses Φx and Φu be contained in the support of the matrix A. This concept of locality
in system behavior and corresponding controller implementation is formalized and generalized in
[15, 16], and is the key in scaling robust and optimal control methods to large-scale distributed
systems.
It follows from Theorem 1 and the standard equivalence between infinite horizon LQR andH2
optimal control that, for a disturbance process wt
iid∼ N (0, σ2wI), the standard LQR problem can
be equivalently written as
min
Φx,Φu
σ2w
∥∥∥∥[Q 12 00 R 12
] [
Φx
Φu
]∥∥∥∥2
H2
s.t. equation (7). (9)
We drop the σ2w in the objective function as it affects neither the optimal controller nor the sub-
optimality guarantees.
Finally, we will make extensive use of a robust variant of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 (Robust Stability [63]). Suppose that the transfer matrices {Φx,Φu} ∈ 1zRH∞ satisfy[
zI − A −B] [Φx
Φu
]
= I + ∆. (10)
Then, the controller K = ΦuΦ−1x stabilizes the system described by (A,B) if and only if (I +
∆)−1 ∈ RH∞. Furthermore, the resulting system response is given by[
x
u
]
=
[
Φx
Φu
]
(I + ∆)−1w. (11)
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3 Main Results
Following the SLS framework, the following optimization serves as an alternative formulation of
the optimal distributed control problem:
min
Φx,Φx
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
Φx
Φu
]∥∥∥∥
H2
(12)
s.t.
[
zI − A −B] [Φx
Φu
]
= I, (13)
Φx ∈ 1
z
RH∞ ∩ Cx, (14)
Φu ∈ 1
z
RH∞ ∩ Cu, (15)
where Cx := {Cx(τ)}∞τ=1 and Cu := {Cu(τ)}∞τ=1 capture the structural constraints on Φx and Φu,
respectively. In particular, we have Φx(τ) ∈ Cx(τ) and Φu(τ) ∈ Cu(τ) for every τ ∈ {1, . . . ,∞}.
The optimization (12) is referred to as the oracle optimization and its corresponding optimal objec-
tive value is called the oracle cost. According to Theorem 1, the corresponding oracle controller
K? = Φ?uΦ
?
x
−1 uniformly asymptotically stabilizes the true system. This together with the fact that
for LTI systems, uniform asymptotic stability is equivalent to exponential stability, implies that the
system responses are exponentially stable [13]. Therefore, upon writing Φ?x =
∑∞
t=1 Φ
?
x(t)z
−t and
Φ?u =
∑∞
t=1 Φ
?
u(t)z
−t, there exist constants C? ≥ 1 and 0 < ρ? < 1 such that
max {‖Φ?x(t)‖∞, ‖Φ?u(t)‖∞} ≤ C?ρt? (16)
for every integer t.
Note that in general the oracle optimization problem (12) cannot be solved directly as it is
infinite dimensional, and requires perfect knowledge of the system matrices (A?, B?). To circum-
vent this issue, we introduce a surrogate to the oracle optimization that can be solved to robustly
design a stabilizing distributed controller based on learned estimates (Aˆ, Bˆ), taking into account
the resulted estimation error. Throughout the paper,  is used to refer to the spectral norm of
the estimation error. In particular, upon defining ∆A = Aˆ − A? and ∆B = Bˆ − B?, we have
 := max{‖∆A‖2, ‖∆B‖2}. We now recall a robust stability result from [12]:
Lemma 1 ([12]). Suppose that the controller Kˆ stabilizes the system defined by the matrices (Aˆ, Bˆ)
and that (Φˆx, Φˆu) is its corresponding system response on (Aˆ, Bˆ). Then, controller Kˆ stabilizes
the system defined by the matrices (A?, B?) if ‖∆ˆ‖H∞ < 1, where
∆ˆ =
[
∆A ∆B
] [Φˆx
Φˆu
]
. (17)
Moreover, under this stability condition, one can write
J(A?, B?, Kˆ) =
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
Φˆx
Φˆu
](
I + ∆ˆ
)−1∥∥∥∥
H2
(18)
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Following [12], we design a near-optimal distributed controller by solving the following robust
counterpart of the oracle optimization problem (12) based on the estimated values of (Aˆ, Bˆ) with
a given estimation error :
min
Φx,Φx
max
‖∆A‖2≤,
‖∆B‖2≤
∥∥∥∥∥
[
Q1/2 0
0 R1/2
] [
Φx
Φu
](
I +
[
∆A ∆B
] [Φx
Φu
])−1∥∥∥∥∥
H2
(19)
s.t.
[
zI − Aˆ+ ∆A −Bˆ + ∆B
] [Φx
Φu
]
= I, (20)
Φx ∈ 1
z
RH∞ ∩ Cx, Φu ∈ 1
z
RH∞ ∩ Cu, (21)
The above optimization seeks to find a stabilizing distributed controller that minimizes the worst-
case performance achieved on the true system, given the estimates (Aˆ, Bˆ), and the estimation error
. Clearly, this problem is equivalent to its oracle analog if  = 0. However, notice that the
above optimization is infinite-dimensional and non-convex in its current form. To deal with its
non-convexity, [12] introduces the following surrogate:
min
γ∈[0,1)
1
1− r minΦx,Φx
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
Φx
Φu
]∥∥∥∥
H2
(22)
s.t.
[
zI − Aˆ −Bˆ] [Φx
Φu
]
= I,
∥∥∥∥∥
[
A√
α
Φx
B√
1−αΦu
]∥∥∥∥∥
H∞
≤ γ, (23)[
Φx
Φu
]
∈ 1
z
RH∞ ∩ C (24)
where A = ‖Aˆ − A?‖2 and B = ‖Bˆ − B?‖2. It can be easily verified that the above opti-
mization is jointly quasi-convex in γ and (Φx,Φu). Therefore, upon restricting (Φx,Φu) to FIR
responses, it can be solved in polynomial time to an arbitrary accuracy. In the absence of sparsity
constraints, [12] shows that the above problem gives rise to a robust controller that stabilizes the
true system for sufficiently small A and B. Moreover, [12] characterizes the gap between the cost
of the derived and optimal LQR controllers, and shows that the gap scales asO(A+B). However,
care must be taken when extending this approach to the distributed setting:
1. Sparsity constraints: The derived bound on the performance of the synthesized controller in [12]
is only valid if there are no sparsity constraints on the system responses.
2. Computational complexity: As mentioned before, the above optimization is infinite dimen-
sional and hence, intractable to solve. With the goal of reducing (22) to a finite-dimensional prob-
lem, [12] proposes to restrict (Φx,Φu) to FIR responses with length L. With this assumption, [12]
shows that for a fixed γ, the inner optimization in (23) can be represented as a semidefinite pro-
gramming (SDP) with the size L(n + m) + n. Moreover, [12] introduces a gridding method to
search for the optimal value of γ over the interval [0, 1). Considering the expensive computa-
tional complexity of the available SDP solvers, (22) quickly becomes prohibitive to solve as the
system dimension and/or the length of the FIR responses grow. In particular, using an interior
point method [64] to solve the inner SDP for every γ, the proposed algorithm in [12] has the time
complexity O
(
(L(n+m))6.5 1
η
log
(
1
η
))
to obtain an η-accurate solution.
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3. Sample complexity: Combined with the proposed least-squares estimation method in [12], the
minimum number of sample trajectories to accurately estimate the system matrices scales linearly
in the system dimension. This linear dependency makes the accurate estimation impractical, if not
impossible, as the system size scales up—this is because no a priori knowledge of sparsity in the
underlying system is exploited.
In this paper, we will remedy all of the aforementioned issues by introducing a scalable surro-
gate to the robust optimization problem (19) with provable optimality guarantees.
3.1 Tractable Surrogates
We now show how the underlying sparse structure of the system matrices (A?, B?) and distributed
controller can be exploited to develop a tractable and scalable convex surrogate to optimization
problem (19).
Consider the sequence Cv := {Cv(τ)}∞τ=1, where Cv(0) = {X|X ∈ S(In)} and
Cv(τ) = {X1X2 +X3X4|X1 ∈ S(Aˆ), X2 ∈ Cx(τ), X3 ∈ S(Bˆ), X4 ∈ Cu(τ)} (25)
for every τ = 1, . . . ,∞. Assuming that (Aˆ, Bˆ) and (A?, B?) share the same sparsity pattern,
consider the following optimization problem:
min
γ∈[0,1)
1
1− γ minV (0:L)
Φx(1:L)
Φu(1:L)
√√√√ L∑
t=1
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
Φx(t)
Φu(t)
]∥∥∥∥2
F
(26a)
s.t. Φx(1) = I + V (0) (26b)
Φx(t+ 1) = AˆΦx(t) + BˆΦu(t) + V (t) t = 1, . . . , L− 1 (26c)
0 = AˆΦx(L) + BˆΦu(L) + V (L) (26d)
L∑
t=1
∥∥∥∥∥
[
¯Φx(t)
¯Φu(t)
]
:,j
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ αk−1/2φ γ j = 1, . . . , n (26e)
L∑
t=0
‖V:,j(t)‖1 ≤ (1− α)k−1v γ j = 1, . . . , n (26f)
Φx(t) ∈ Cx(t), Φu(t) ∈ Cu(t) t = 1, . . . , L (26g)
V (t) ∈ Cv(t) t = 0, . . . , L (26h)
Here, α ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter to be tuned. Furthermore, ¯ is an upper bound on the spectral
norm of the true estimation error , i.e., ¯ ≥ . Later, we will show how to obtain such upper
bound directly from the sample trajectories via bootstrapping. The scalar kφ corresponds to the
maximum number of nonzero elements in different rows and columns of
[
Φ>x Φ
>
u
]>. Similarly,
kv denotes the maximum number of nonzero elements in different rows and columns of V; we will
explain later how to obtain kv based on the imposed sparsity patterns of the system responses. Let
a globally optimal solution of the above optimization be denoted by (ΦLx ,Φ
L
u ,V
L, γL). The inner
optimization problem of (26) can be written as a parametric QP with respect to γ and is denoted by
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OPT(γ), whose optimal objective value is referred to as g(γ). It is easy to see that g(γ) is defined
over the domain [γ0,+∞) for some γ0 ≥ 0, and is monotonically decreasing.
We will discuss a number of key properties of this problem. First, notice that the opti-
mization is over only the first L components of the system responses, thus yielding a finite-
dimensional approximation of the previous infinite-dimensional problem. The slack variables
V (0), V (1), . . . , V (L) are used to capture the error incurred by this truncation. In Theorem 3,
we show that the approximation error incurred by restricting our optimization to the first L sys-
tem response elements decays exponentially with respect to L. Moreover, as will be shown in
Lemma 2, the supports of the introduced slack variables are only slightly larger than those of the
system responses. Therefore, if the computed system responses are sparse, so are the slack vari-
ables. This will in turn help reduce the number of variables in the problem, thereby resulting in a
significant computational saving. Finally, a close comparison between (26) and (22) reveals that
the constraint imposed on theH∞-norm of the system responses in the latter is replaced by induced
norm-1 constraints on the system response elements and the slack variables. Considering the fact
that these constraints can be represented as linear inequalities, we will later show how to efficiently
decompose the proposed optimization problem into a series of small and independent QPs.
The next lemma characterizes the sparsity structure of the set Cv. To simplify notation, k will be
used to denote the maximum number of nonzero elements of every row and column of
[
A? B?
]
and feasible
[
Φ>x (τ) Φ
>
u (τ)
]>
, τ = 1, . . . , L. Furthermore, we will drop the scripts from a time-
dependent sequence {M(τ)}t2τ=t1 whenever they are implied by the context.
Lemma 2. The following statements hold:
1. The maximum number of nonzero elements in the rows or columns of every M ∈ Cv is upper
bounded by 2k2.
2. The equality Cv(τ) = S(P1P2 + P3P4) is satisfied for every τ = 1, . . . , L, where P1 =
supp(Aˆ) and P3 = supp(Bˆ). Furthermore, P2 and P4 are binary matrices with the maximum
number of nonzero elements that satisfy P2 ∈ Cx(τ) and P4 ∈ Cu(τ).
Proof. The proofs of both statements are immediately implied by the sparsity patterns of Aˆ, Bˆ,
and the elements of Cx(τ) and Cu(τ).
Since P1, P2, P3, and P4 are sparse matrices, Lemma 2 implies that {Cv(τ)} can be efficiently
characterized by sparse matrix multiplication and summation.
3.2 Optimality gap
In this subsection, we analyze the performance of the controller derived from (26). The following
is the first main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 3. Let J? be the oracle cost and (γL,ΦLx ,ΦLu) be the optimal solution of (26). Suppose
that Aˆ and Bˆ have the same sparsity structure as A? and B?, and that
¯ <
(1− ρ?) min{α, 1− α}
32C?ρ?
k−2, L >
2 log(k) + log
(
4
√
2(‖A?‖∞+‖B?‖∞)
1−α
)
1− ρ? . (27)
Then, the following statements hold:
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1. KL = ΦLuΦ
L
x
−1 stabilizes the true system.
2. We have
J(A,B,KL)− J?
J?
≤ 16
min{α, 1− α}
C?ρ?
(1− ρ?)k
2¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
uncertainty error
+
2
√
2
1− α(‖A?‖∞ + ‖B?‖∞)C?k
2ρL?︸ ︷︷ ︸
truncation error
(28)
Proof. See Appendix A.
Theorem 3 quantifies the effects of model uncertainty and spatiotemporal truncation on the
optimality gap of the designed distributed controller. In particular, it shows that the uncertainty
error is a linear function of ¯, which is an available upper bound on the actual estimation error.
On the other hand, even with ¯ =  = 0, one cannot guarantee a zero optimality gap for the
designed controller due to the error incurred by the truncation of the system responses. Theorem 3
together with the fact that 0 ≤ ρ? < 1 implies that this truncation error decreases exponentially
fast with respect to the FIR length L. Further, the smaller ρ? is, i.e., the faster the optimal system
response decays to zero, the faster the truncation error decays. Finally, if we assume that ‖A?‖∞,
‖B?‖∞, C?, and ρ? do not scale with the system dimensions, then the derived bounds show that the
uncertainty and truncation errors are independent of the system dimension and instead, they only
scale with the number of nonzero elements in different rows or columns of the system matrices and
responses. Note that ‖A?‖∞, ‖B?‖∞, C?, and ρ? are defined in terms of the element-wise norm
of the system matrices and responses; indeed, the assumption on independence of these quantities
from the system dimension are milder and more practical than similar assumptions on their spectral
norms, as is usually done in the literature.
3.3 Sample complexity
Recently, special attention has been devoted to estimating state-space parameters of linear and
time-invariant systems based on a limited number of input-output sample trajectories, defined as
sequences {(x(i)(τ), u(i)(τ))}Tτ=0 with i = 1, 2, ..., d, where d is the number of available sample
trajectories and T is the length of each sample trajectory. To simplify notation, the superscript i is
dropped from the sample trajectories when d = 1. In general, there are two different approaches
to the identification of state-space parameters in the full observation setting:
Single sample trajectory: In this method, the system identification is performed based on a sin-
gle sample trajectory and the sample complexity of the proposed estimator is characterized in
terms of the horizon length T (also referred to as learning time) over which state-input pairs
{(x(τ), u(τ))}Tτ=0 are collected. This approach is most suitable when the open-loop system is
stable, or if an initial stabilizing controller is provided. Notice that the assumption on stability is
necessary, as the ordinary least-squares estimator may not be consistent if the system has unstable
modes [43]. From a practical perspective, system instability may also impose stringent limits on
the learning time to ensure system safety, thereby restricting the collected sample size.
Multiple sample trajectories: In this approach, the learning time is fixed and instead, the number of
sample trajectories is chosen to be sufficiently large. This approach is equally applicable to stable
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and unstable systems; however, one needs to be able to reset the system at the start of each sample
trajectory, which may not be possible in practice.
As we seek sparse state-space parameters (Aˆ, Bˆ), we draw upon techniques from the struc-
tured inference literature—specifically the well-known Lasso estimator [65, 66]—and, given a
prescribed regularization coefficient λ, consider the following M -estimator:
(Aˆ, Bˆ) (29)
= arg min
A,B
1
2(t2−t1)d
d∑
i=1
t2∑
t=t1
∥∥x(i)(t+ 1)−(Ax(i)(t)+Bu(i)(t))∥∥2
2
+λ(‖A‖1 + ‖B‖1)
which is referred to as LASSO(1 : d, t1 : t2) in the sequel. For simplicity of notation, let
Ψˆ =
[
Aˆ Bˆ
]>
and Ψ? =
[
A? B?
]> denote the estimated and true system matrices, respec-
tively. In [17, 18], variants of the regression problem (29) are used to address the problem of
sparse system identification with single and multiple sample trajectories.
Remark 1. As mentioned before, the system identification based on a single trajectory relies on
the availability of an initial distributed controller K0. Such initial controller may not be necessary
if the system is internally stable or it may be obtained based on domain knowledge. Alternatively,
one can use the system identification technique developed in [17] that is based on multiple sam-
ple trajectories and hence, bypass the need for such initial controllers. Indeed, our optimization
technique can be readily combined with the results of [17] to obtain end-to-end bounds on the
sample complexity of the designed distributed controller based on multiple sample trajectories.
Due to space restrictions and similarity of the results, we only focus on the system identification
with single sample trajectory in this paper.
Assume that w(t) iid∼ N (0, σ2wI) for some σw > 0 and the system is equipped with a known
stabilizing and static localized controller K0 with a sparse structure. As mentioned before, K0 can
be set to zero if the system is internally stable. Furthermore, suppose that u(t) = K0x(t) + v(t)
with v(t) iid∼ N (0, σ2vI) for some σv > 0.
Upon the stability of A+BK0, the vector
[
x(t)> u(t)>
]> converges to a stationary distribu-
tion N (0,M?), where M? is defined as
M? =
[
P PK>0
K0P K0PK
>
0 + σ
2
vI
]
(30)
and P satisfies the following Lyapunov equation:
(A? +B?K0)P (A? +B?K0)
> − P + σ2wI + σ2vB?B>? = 0 (31)
We assume that the initial state rests at its stationary distribution. As explained in [18], this as-
sumption is mild since the state vector converges to its stationary distribution exponentially fast.
Assumption 1. The following statements hold:
max
1≤j≤n
{
max
i∈Acj
{∥∥M?iAj(M?AjAj)−1∥∥1}} ≤ 1− r, min1≤j≤nλmin(M?AjAj) ≥ Cmin,
max
1≤j≤n
‖(M?AjAj)−1‖∞ ≤ Dmax, min1≤j≤n
{
max
i∈Aj
{|Ψ?ij|}} ≥ Ψmin
for some constants 0 < r < 1, 1 ≥ Cmin > 0, Dmax ≥ 1 and 1 ≥ Ψmin > 0.
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Roughly speaking, the above assumptions imply that M? should satisfy a certain level of mu-
tual incoherency, and it should possess uniformly bounded norms—such assumptions are essential
for the correct sparsity recovery of Ψ? [67, 18, 68]. Furthermore, there should be a non-vanishing
gap between the zero and nonzero elements of Ψ?. the We refer the reader to [18] for an exten-
sive discussion on the practical implications of the above conditions. The following proposition
determines the non-asymptotic estimation error of LASSO(1, 1 : T − 1).
Proposition 1 ([18]). Suppose that k ≥ 2 and the following conditions hold:
λ = Cs;λ
√
log((n+m)/δ)
T
, T ≥ Cs;Tk2 log((n+m)/δ), (32)
Then, under Assumption 1, LASSO(1, 1 : T − 1) recovers the true sparsity pattern of Ψ? and it
incurs the element-wise estimation error
‖Ψˆ−Ψ?‖∞ ≤ Cs;err
√
log((n+m)/δ)
T
(33)
with probability at least 1− δ.
The system complexity constants Cs;λ, Cs;T , and Cs;err depend on the spectral radius of the
closed-loop gain A + BK0, as well as the parameters r, Cmin, Dmax, and Ψmin. See [18] for the
exact definitions of these complexity constants.
Equipped with this proposition and Theorem 3, we present the following theorem that charac-
terizes the sample complexity of the derived distributed controller in terms of the learning time and
the FIR lengths of the system responses.
Theorem 4. Suppose that k ≥ 2, Assumption 1 holds, and LASSO(1, 1 : T − 1) is used to obtain
the estimates (Aˆ, Bˆ). Furthermore, suppose that ¯ = ζCs;err
√
k2 log((n+m)/δ)
T
for an arbitrary ζ ≥ 1
and that
λ = Cs;λ
√
log((n+m)/δ)
T
, (34)
T ≥ max
{(
32
min{α, 1− α}
C?ρ?ζCs;err
1− ρ?
)2
k6, Cs;Tk2
}
log((n+m)/δ), (35)
L ≥
2 log(k) + log
(
4
√
2(‖A?‖∞+‖B?‖∞)
1−α
)
1− ρ? . (36)
where α ∈ (0, 1) is an arbitrary and predefined parameter in (26). Then, the following statements
hold with probability at least 1− δ:
1. KL = ΦLuΦ
L
x
−1 stabilizes the true system.
2. We have
J(A,B,KL)− J?
J?
≤ 16
min{α, 1− α}
C?ρ?ζCs;err
1− ρ? k
3
√
log((n+m)/δ)
T
+
2
√
2
1− α(‖A?‖∞ + ‖B?‖∞)C?kρ
L
?
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Proof. Theorem 3 and Proposition 1 can be used to prove this theorem. First, note that (34)
and (35) guarantee the validity of (32). Therefore, LASSO(1, 1 : T − 1) can recover the correct
sparsity pattern of the system matrices and the estimation error bound (33) holds with probability
of at least 1− δ. This implies that
 = ‖Ψˆ−Ψ?‖2 ≤ k‖Ψˆ−Ψ?‖∞ ≤ ζCs;err
√
k2 log((n+m)/δ)
T
= ¯ (37)
with the same probability. Combined with (35) and (36), this certifies the validity of (27). There-
fore, (28) holds with probability of at least 1 − δ. Replacing ¯ with ζCs;errk
√
log((n+m)/δ)
T
in (28)
completes the proof.
Under the assumption that C?, ρ∗, ‖A?‖∞, ‖A?‖∞, and the system complexity constants do not
scale with the system dimension, Theorem 4 implies that T = Ω(k6 log(n+m)) is enough to guar-
antee that the optimality gap of the designed controller is on the order of O(k3√log(n+m)/T +
kρL? ). Assuming that the dynamics and controller have sparse structures, i.e., k  n + m, the
proposed bound improves upon the existing sample complexity bounds for learning optimal LQR
controllers which scale linearly with the system dimension [12, 57].
Remark 2. While the proposed method is best suited for designing controllers with sparse sys-
tem responses, its performance can be compared against a more general oracle optimization (12),
where the constraint sets Cx and Cu are relaxed to weakly sparse structures. Under such cir-
cumstances, an optimal LQR controller can be a valid oracle controller, provided that its in-
duced system responses are weakly sparse or, equivalently, they have spatially decaying structures;
see [69, 70, 63]. Even though such generalizations are not discussed in this paper, we note that
the derived sub-optimality gap of the designed controller in Theorems 4 and 3 can be extended to
this setting, with an additional non-vanishing term capturing the model selection error.
3.4 Computational complexity
In this subsection, we propose an efficient algorithm for solving (26). It is easy to verify that
the proposed optimization problem is jointly quasiconvex. In particular, it is convex with respect
to ({Φx(t)} , {Φu(t)} , {V (t)}) (after fixing γ) and quasiconvex with respect to γ (after fixing
({Φx(t)} , {Φu(t)} , {V (t)})).
Lemma 3. For every fixed and feasible γ¯, OPT(γ¯) has a unique solution.
Proof. Notice that {V (t)} can be uniquely written in terms of {Φx(t)} and {Φu(t)}. This, together
with the fact that the objective is strictly convex, results in the uniqueness of the solution.
Lemma 3 and the quasiconvexity of g(γ) do not necessarily result in the uniqueness of the
solution for (26) since g(γ) may contain spurious local minima in its flat regions. A naive approach
to circumvent this issue is to discretize γ within the interval [0, 1) with the points {γ1, . . . , γN},
compute g(γi) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and select the solution with the lowest cost. However,
notice that in this approach, the number of discrete points has undesirable dependency on the
required accuracy of the solution: roughly speaking, one needs to evaluate and optimize over
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Ω(1/) discrete points in order to get a solution whose cost is -away from the optimal cost. In
the next proposition, we show that (26) is in fact unimodal with respect to γ and hence, it is free
of spurious local minima (i.e. non-global local minima).1 The unimodal property of (26) with
respect to γ implies that a simple application of the golden-section search method on γ can find an
-accurate solution by computing g(γi) at no more than O(log(1/)) points.
Proposition 2. Suppose that (26) is feasible. Furthermore, suppose that γ0 is the smallest value
such that 0 ≤ γ0 < 1 and OPT(γ0) is feasible. Then, g(γ)1−γ is unimodal in the interval [γ0, 1).
Proof. See Appendix B.
For a fixed γ, problem OPT(γ) can be decomposed into n parallel sub-problems over the
columns of [
Φx(1)
> . . . Φx(L)> Φu(1)> . . . Φu(L)> V (0)> . . . V (L)>
]> (38)
In particular, define OPTj(γ) as OPT(γ) after replacing the variable matrices
({Φx(t)}, {Φu(t)}, {V (t)}) with ({[Φx(t)]:,j}, {[Φu(t)]:,j}, {[V (t)]:,j}), as in:
min
{[V (t)]:,j}
{[Φx(t)]:,j}
{[Φu(t)]:,j}
√√√√ L∑
t=1
∥∥∥∥∥
[
Q1/2 0
0 R1/2
] [
Φx(t)
Φu(t)
]
:,j
∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
(39a)
s.t. [Φx(1)]:,j = I:,j + [V (0)]:,j (39b)
[Φx(t+ 1)]:,j = Aˆ[Φx(t)]:,j + Bˆ[Φu(t)]:,j + [V (t)]:,j t = 1, . . . , L− 1 (39c)
0 = Aˆ[Φx(L)]:,j + Bˆ[Φu(L)]:,j + [V (L)]:,j (39d)
L∑
t=1
∥∥∥∥∥
[
¯Φx(t)
¯Φu(t)
]
:,j
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ αk−1/2φ γ t = 1, . . . , L (39e)
L∑
t=0
‖[V (t)]:,j‖1 ≤ (1− α)k−1v γ t = 0, . . . , L (39f)
[Φx(t)]:,j ∈ Cx;j(t), [Φu(t)]:,j ∈ Cu;j(t) t = 1, . . . , L (39g)
[V (t)]:,j ∈ Cv;j(t) t = 0, . . . , L (39h)
where Cx;j(t) = {X:,j : X ∈ Cx(t)}, Cu;j(t) = {X:,j : X ∈ Cu(t)}, and Cv;j(t) = {X:,j : X ∈
Cv(t)}. Furthermore, let gj(γ) denote its optimal objective value. Then, g(γ) =
√∑n
j=1 gj(γ)
2
and the optimal solution of OPT(γ) can be obtained by replacing the j th column of (38) with the
solution of the sub-problem OPTj(γ) for every j = 1, . . . , n.
The next lemma shows that the sub-problem OPTj(γ) can be reformulated as a small QP
whose size is independent of n.
1Note that another approach for eliminating the spurious local minima in the flat regions of a quasiconvex op-
timization problem is a reformulation based on its sublevel sets; see [71]. However, this method will destroy the
decomposibility of (26); a feature that is at the core of near-linear solvability of (26), as will be shown later in the
paper.
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Lemma 4. The sub-problem OPTj(γ) can be written as a QP over O(Lk2) variables subject to
O(Lk2) constraints.
Proof. For every t = 0, . . . , L, let (Φnjx (t),Φ
nj
u (t), V nj(t)) correspond to (Φx(t),Φu(t), V (t)) after
removing the elements that are set to zero via the sparsity constraints (26g) and (26h). It is easy to
see that OPTj(γ) can be written in terms of ({Φnjx (t)}, {Φnju (t)}, {V nj(t)}) with a total number of
O(Lk2) variables. The rest of the proof is devoted to show how to reduce the number of constraints
in OPTj(γ) to O(Lk2). Let Φ
nj
x , Φ
nj
u , and Vnj denote
∑L
t=1 Φ
nj
x (t)z−t,
∑L
t=1 Φ
nj
u (t)z−t, and∑L
t=0 V
nj(t)z−t, respectively. The constraints (39b)-(39d) can be written compactly as
[
zI − Aˆ −Bˆ −I]
ΦxΦu
V

:,j
= I:,j ⇐⇒ Mj
ΦnjxΦnju
Vnj
 = I:,j (40)
Here, Mj is equal to
∑L
t=0Mj(t)z
−t, where Mj(t) is defined as
[
zI − Aˆ −Bˆ −I], after re-
moving the columns that correspond to the zero elements of
[
Φx(t)
> Φu(t)> V (t)>
]>
j,:
enforced
by the sparsity constraints. The matrix Mj has at most n rows and 2k2 + k columns. On the other
hand, every column of
[
zI − Aˆ −Bˆ] has at most k + 1 number of nonzero elements. Similarly,
every column of −I has exactly one nonzero element. Therefore, a simple calculation yields that
Mj can have at most 3k2 + k number of nonzero rows. This together with the definition of Mj
implies that (39b)-(39d) can be reduced to O(Lk2) linear constraints. Finally, (39e) and (39f) can
be trivially written as a set of O(Lk2) linear inequalities by introducing O(Lk2) slack variables.
This completes the proof.
It is worthwhile to mention that the above lemma is a generalization to the dimension reduction
algorithm introduced in [16].
Remark 3. Note that for every index j, the aforementioned reduced QP can be efficiently con-
structed in an offline fashion before running Algorithm 1 detailed below, provided that the esti-
mated system matrices (Aˆ, Bˆ) and the sparsity constraints (39g) and (39h) are given in sparse
matrix formats, such as Coordinate list [73]. While we do not discuss the structure of such repre-
sentations, we note that the complexity of constructing these reduced QPs is dominated by that of
Algorithm 1.
Remark 4. Without loss of generality, we assume that the proposed optimization (26) is finitely-
representable on a Turing machine. In other words, the total number of digits required to write (or
accurately approximate) the input data for (26) is a finite numberD. This is a common assumption
made for the complexity analysis of optimization problems; see e.g. [72].
Definition 1. An algorithm solves an optimization problem that is finitely-representable on a Tur-
ing machine to η-accuracy if the following statements hold:
- It returns a feasible solution if and only if the problem is feasible,
- Upon feasibility, it returns a feasible solution whose objective value is greater than the opti-
mal objective value by no more than η.
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Algorithm 1 delineates the proposed method for solving (26). In particular, it uses a golden-
section search method to optimize over the scalar variable γ, while solving multiple small
QPs at each iteration to obtain g(γ). At any iteration, g(γ) is set to +∞ if at least one of
OPT1(γ), . . . ,OPTn(γ) is infeasible. Suppose g(γ) has the domain [γ0,+∞) for some γ0 ≥ 0. It
is easy to verify that a finite value for γ0 always exists; however, γ0 < 1 is required for (26) to be
feasible.
Algorithm 1
1: input: Estimates Aˆ, Bˆ, estimation error ¯, and accuracy parameters η1, and η2
2: output: {Φx(t)}, {Φu(t)}, {V (t)}, and g(γ)
3: obtain g(1) by solving n sub-problems OPT1(1), . . . ,OPTn(1) to η2n -accuracy using interior
point method.
4: if g(1) = +∞ then
5: return Infeasible
6: else
7: set γa ← 0, γb ← 1, γc ← 1− 21+√5 , and γd ← 21+√5
8: while |γb − γa| > η1 do
9: Solve OPT(γc) by solving n sub-problems OPT1(γc), . . . ,OPTn(γc) to η2n -accuracy us-
ing interior point method. Let the corresponding objective value be denoted as gap(γc).
10: Solve OPT(γd) by solving n sub-problems OPT1(γd), . . . ,OPTn(γd) to η2n -accuracy us-
ing interior point method. Let the corresponding objective value be denoted as gap(γd).
11: if gap(γc)
1−γc <
gap(γd)
1−γd then
12: set γb ← γd
13: else
14: set γa ← γc
15: end if
16: γc ← γb − 21+√5(γb − γa) and γd ← γa + 21+√5(γb − γa)
17: end while
18: γ¯ ← (γa + γb)/2
19: obtain ({Φ¯x(t)}, {Φ¯u(t)}, {V¯ (t)}, g(γ¯)) by solving n sub-problems
OPT1(γ¯), . . . ,OPTn(γ¯) to η2n -accuracy using interior point method. Let the corre-
sponding objective value be denoted as gap(γ¯).
20: if gap(γ¯) = +∞ then
21: return Infeasible
22: else
23: return ({Φ¯x(t)}, {Φ¯u(t)}, {V¯ (t)}, γ¯)
24: end if
25: end if
Define t and t as the smallest and largest integers such that
η1 =
(
2
1 +
√
5
)t
≤ η1, η1 =
(
2
1 +
√
5
)t
> η1 (41)
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Furthermore, define
∆γ =
(
4
1 +
√
5
− 1
)
η1 (42)
Let gap(γc) and gap(γd) denote the objective values of the problems OPT(γc) and OPT(γc) when
they are solved to η2-accuracy. At each iteration, Algorithm (1) shrinks the interval [γa, γb] by
comparing the values of gap(γc)
1−γc and
gap(γd)
1−γd , while ensuring that γ
L ∈ [γa, γb]. However, notice that
gap(γc) and gap(γd) are the approximations of g(γc) and g(γd), where the possible approximation
error is due to the limited accuracy of the interior point method. The incurred error in the compu-
tation of g(γc) and g(γd) may be aggregated and result in wrong comparisons between their actual
values, thereby violating γL ∈ [γa, γb]. To avoid such wrong comparisons, one needs to ensure that
the approximation errors gap(γc)− g(γc) and gap(γd)− g(γd) are appropriately controlled at every
iteration of the algorithm; this will be shown in the next theorem. In particular, we will show how
to control the accuracy of the used interior point method for solving the sub-problems OPTj(γc)
and OPTj(γd) in order to ensure γL ∈ [γa, γb] at every iteration of the algorithm. Define the
quantity
∆g = min
γ∈[γ0,γL−∆γ ]∪[γL,1−∆γ)
∣∣∣∣ g(γ + ∆γ)1− (γ + ∆γ) − g(γ)1− γ
∣∣∣∣ . (43)
According to the Proposition 2, the function g(γ)
1−γ is strictly monotone in the intervals [γ0, γ
L] and
[γL, 1) which implies that ∆g > 0.
Theorem 5. Suppose that the input data for (26) can be represented with D digits, and that
η2 satisfies D ≤ C log(1/η2) for a universal constant C. Then, Algorithm 1 terminates in
O(L3.5k7n log(n)log(1/η1)log(1/η2)) time. In particular:
1. If γ0 ≤ 1 − η1/2 and η2 ≤ min
{
2
1+
√
5
∆gη1, η1
2
}
, then the algorithm returns a feasible
solution with |γ¯ − γL| ≤ η1/2. Furthermore,
gapprox(γ¯)
1− γ¯ −
g(γL)
1− γL ≤
(
g(γ0)
2(1− γL)2γL + 2
)
η1 (44)
provided that η1 ≤ 2(1− γL)2.
2. If γ0 > 1− η1/2, then the algorithm declares infeasibility.
Proof. See Appendix C.
3.5 Bootstrapping:
Recall that formulating the optimization problem (26) relies on the availability of the upper bound
¯ on the actual estimation error  = max{‖Aˆ − A?‖2, ‖Bˆ − B?‖2}. It is evident from (26) that
the performance (and even feasibility) of the proposed control design method heavily relies on
the conservativeness of ¯: a large value for ¯ results in more restrictive constraints on the system
responses. Although in some applications, an upper bound for  may be readily available based
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on the domain knowledge, its value may be too conservative for practical purposes. A simple
method to alleviate this issue is to resort to a bootstrap approach, where the goal is to estimate the
estimation error, merely based on the available data samples. In particular, given the estimates
Aˆ and Bˆ, we draw sample trajectories from the empirical distribution induced by (Aˆ, Bˆ) in N
rounds. Using these synthetically generated sample trajectories at each round i, we re-estimate
the system dynamics Aˆ(i) and Bˆ(i). Finally, an upper bound on the estimation error is obtained by
setting ¯ as 100 × (1 − δ) percentile of max{‖Aˆ(i) − Aˆ‖2, ‖Bˆ(i) − Bˆ‖2}, i = 1, . . . , N , for some
parameter δ > 0. Roughly speaking, the obtained estimation error is an upper bound on the actual
one with probability of at least 1 − δ. Similar bootstrap methods are widely used for estimating
various characteristics of estimators, such as their bias, variance, etc. A more detailed analysis on
bootstrap methods can be found in [74, 75, 76].
Algorithm 2 describes the proposed method for obtaining ¯. In this algorithm, the matrix M is
defined as (30), where P refers to the solution of the Lyapunov equation (31) after replacing the
true system matrices with the estimated ones.
Algorithm 2
1: input: Initial state x0, estimates Aˆ, Bˆ, initial controller K0, distribution parameters ηw, ηv, M ,
confidence parameter δ, and number of rounds N
2: output: upper bound on the estimation error ¯
3: for i in {1, . . . , N} do
4: x(0) ∼ N (0,M)
5: for τ in {0, . . . , T − 1} do
6: u(τ)← K0x(τ) + v(τ), where v(τ) ∼ N (0, η2vI)
7: x(τ + 1)← Aˆx(τ) + Bˆu(τ) + w(τ) where w(τ) ∼ N (0, η2wI)
8: end for
9: Obtain (Aˆ(i), Bˆ(i)) by solving LASSO(1, 1 : T − 1) with ({x(τ)}Tτ=0, {u(τ)}T−1τ=0 ) as input
10: ¯(i) ← max{‖Aˆ(i) − Aˆ‖, ‖Bˆ(i) − Bˆ‖}
11: end for
12: return ¯ as the 100× (1− δ) percentile of {¯(i)}N
i=1
.
4 Numerical Results:
To illustrate the effectiveness of the developed control design framework, we focus on a class
of graph Laplacian systems with chain structures. Let the scalars xi(t), ui(t), and wi(t) denote
the state, input, and the disturbance corresponding to the subsystem i. Consider the following
dynamics:
xi(t+ 1) = (Di+1−2ai)xi(t)+ai(xi−1(t)+xi+1(t))+biui(t)+wi(t) if 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
xi(t+ 1) = (Di + 1− ai)xi(t) + aixi−1(t) + biui(t) + wi(t) if i = n
xi(t+ 1) = (Di + 1− ai)xi(t) + aixi+1(t) + biui(t) + wi(t) if i = 1
(45)
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Figure 2: A realization of the graph Laplacian systems with chain structures. The number of state and input signals
are equal to 5 and 3, respectively.
whereDi and ai are scalar numbers, and bi is a binary number taking the value 1 only if subsystem
i is directly controlled by an input signal; see Figure 2 for a simple realization of this model. We
assume that w(t) ∼ N (0, I) in all of our experiments. Inspired by the exponential decay of the
truncation error with respect to the FIR length L in Theorem 3, we set the parameter α in (26) to
1.2−L throughout our simulations. Similar to [15], we assume that the control structure is local
and subject to communication delays, both of which can be translated to sparsity constraints on
the system responses. In particular, given the locality parameter d, we are interested in designing a
control structure with the property that the effect of a disturbance signalwi(t) hitting subsystem i is
localized to a region defined by its d-hop neighbors. Furthermore, given the communication speed
parameter c, the sub-controllers can interact c times faster than their corresponding subsystems. In
particular, given the subsystems i and j with bi = bj = 1 and |i − j| = k, the control action ui(t)
can use xj(τ) and uj(τ), provided that τ ≤ (t − k)/c. The local and communication constraints
can be translated into sparsity constraints on the system responses. In particular, define
Cx(t) = S
(
supp(A)min{d−1,max{0,c(t−1)}}
)
(46)
Cu(t) = S
(
supp(B)> · supp(A)min{d−1,max{0,c(t−1)}}) (47)
for every t ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Then, the constraints Φx(t) ∈ Cx(t) and Φu(t) ∈ Cu(t) imply that the
resulted controller satisfies the prescribed local and communication constraints. More details on
these derivations can be found in [15]. As an example, Figure 3 shows the sparsity patterns of the
system responses for d = 5 and c = 2.
All the simulations in this section are run on a laptop computer with an Intel Core i7 quad-core
2.50 GHz CPU and 16GB RAM. The reported results are for a serial implementation in MATLAB
using the CVX framework and the MOSEK solver with default settings.
4.1 Stability analysis
In the first experiment, we consider a small-scale instance of the problem and study the robustness
of the designed controller with respect to the uncertainties in the model. In particular, the consid-
ered system has 8 states, m of which are randomly chosen and equipped with input signals, for
m ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}. We choose ai = 1/3 for every i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. In order to make the open-loop
system marginally unstable, we set Di = 0.05 for i ∈ {2, . . . , 7} and D1 = D8 = 0.05 − 1/3.
We also assume 10% element-wise uncertainty in the estimated system matrices Aˆ and Bˆ. In
other words, Aˆij is randomly chosen from the interval [A?ij− 0.1|A?ij|, A?ij + 0.1|A?ij|] for every
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Figure 3: The sparsity pattern of the system responses {Φx(t)}4t=1 and {Φu(t)}4t=1 when d = 5 and c = 4. We
assume that n = 20 and bi = 1 for every other sub-system. The top row (from left to right) shows the sparsity patterns
of Φx(1), . . . ,Φx(4). The bottom row (from left to right) shows the sparsity patterns of Φu(1), . . . ,Φu(4).
(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , 8}2. Similarly, Bˆkl is randomly chosen from the interval [B?kl − 0.1|B?kl|, B?kl +
0.1|B?kl|] for every (k, l) ∈ {1, . . . , 8} × {1, . . . ,m}. Finally, assume that the estimation error
 = max{‖Aˆ− A?‖2, ‖Bˆ − B?‖2} is known. Later, we will relax these assumptions and estimate
Aˆ, Bˆ, and  directly from the sample trajectories, using the system identification and bootstrap
methods that are introduced in Subsections 3.3 and 3.5. The FIR length L is set to 10. Finally, we
set the locality parameter d and the communication speed parameter c to 3 and 2, respectively.
The goal in this simulation is to illustrate the robustness of the introduced distributed con-
troller, compared to the nominal distributed (designed based on localized SLS approach in [15])
and centralized controllers (designed using Ricatti equations) that treat Aˆ and Bˆ as the true param-
eters of the system without taking into account their estimation errors.2 For each input dimension
m ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}, we generate 100 independent instances of the problem and design the robust
distributed, nominal distributed, and nominal centralized controllers. Figure 4 shows the ratio of
the instances for which each controller stabilizes the system. As can be seen, the proposed robust
distributed controller outperforms the nominal distributed controller when m is equal to 6,7, and
8. In particular, the nominal distributed controller either did not exist or failed to stabilize the true
system for 100% and 98% of the instances when m is equal to 6 and 7, significantly underper-
forming compared to the robust distributed controller. Furthermore, the decrease in m deteriorated
the performance of the nominal and robust distributed controllers. In particular, for m = 5, both
controllers ceased to exist for all of the instances. This is indeed not a surprising observation:
roughly speaking, designing a distributed controller with restrictive conditions on its locality and
communication speed becomes harder as the input dimension decreases. On the other hand, the
centralized controller stabilized the true system for 70% of the instances. Notice that this con-
troller is free of local and communication constraints and hence, its success rate is independent of
the input dimension. Overall, the proposed robust distributed controller outperforms the nominal
distributed and centralized controllers, provided that the input dimension is not too small.
Another benefit of the proposed controller compared to its nominal counterparts is its ability to
2Note that the nominal controller is also known as certainty equivalent controller in the literature; see [77, 58].
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Figure 4: The ratio of the robust distributed, nominal distributed, and nominal centralized controllers that stabilize
the true system.
identify whether there is “too much uncertainty” in the model. In particular, the infeasibility of the
proposed optimization problem (26) implies that the estimation error in the model is too large to
be accommodated by a robust controller; indeed, such information cannot be inferred by a nominal
controller since it is oblivious to the uncertainties in the model.
4.2 End-to-end performance
Next, we showcase the end-to-end performance of the proposed robust distributed controller in
larger systems. Given a graph Laplacian system, we assume that its dynamics are unknown and
first identify the system matrices with a single sample trajectory using the proposed Lasso-based
estimator (29). Then, we obtain an upper bound on the estimation error using the bootstrap method
introduced in Algorithm 2. Finally, we design the robust distributed controller using Algorithm 1.
Consider the system dynamics (45) with n = 40, where each subsystem is equipped with
an input signal (i.e. B? = I). Assume that Di = 0 and ai = 0.2 for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We further multiply the resulting matrix A? by 0.99 in order to make it marginally stable. To
identify the dynamics, we excite the system with a sequence of randomly generated input signals
u(t) ∼ N (0, 0.1I) for t = 0, 1, . . . , T . The initial controller K0 is set to zero since the open-loop
system is stable. After estimating the system dynamics, we obtain the bootstrapped estimation error
using Algorithm 2 with the confidence parameter δ = 0.05 and the number of rounds N = 500.
Figure 5a shows the true and bootstrapped estimation errors with respect to the learning time
T . It can be seen that the bootstrapped error is a reliable upper bound on the true estimation error.
Given the estimated system matrices and the bootstrapped error, we design the robust distributed
controller using Algorithm 1. Figure 5b illustrates the end-to-end performance of the designed
controller with respect to the learning time T and for different FIR lengths L, compared to the
oracle cost3. It can be seen that the designed distributed controller performs similarly to the oracle
3To obtain the oracle cost, we solved the oracle optimization (12) to near-optimality after restricting the system
responses to FIR filters with length 100. We empirically observed that a further increase in the FIR length has little to
no effect on the controller cost
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(a) Estimation errors (b) Performance
Figure 5: (a) The true and bootstrapped estimation errors with respect to the learning time. (b) The end-to-end
performance of the designed robust distributed controller with respect to learning time and for different FIR lengths.
The shaded areas show the quartiles.
one, even when learning time T is as short as 150, which is approximately equal to the number
of nonzero elements in (A?, B?). Furthermore, the performance of the controller improves as the
estimation error shrinks or, equivalently, the learning time increases. Furthermore, there is a non-
negligible improvement in the performance of the designed controller if the FIR length is increased
from 4 to 8. However, the improvement in performance is marginal if the FIR length is increased
from 8 to 12, indicating that theL = 8 is a reasonable choice for the designed distributed controller.
Finally, we evaluate the runtime of Algorithm 1 for different system dimensions. Consider
the same dynamics for the system as before, with n changing from 20 to 150. Figure 6 shows
the empirical runtime of the proposed algorithm. A log-log regression yields an empirical time
complexity ofO(n1.004) for the algorithm, being in line with the theoretical time complexity of the
algorithm in Theorem 5. Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that Algorithm 1 is highly paralleliz-
able. In particular, given a machine with n cores, the sub-problems in Algorithm 1 can be solved
in parallel and, consequently, the complexity of the proposed algorithm becomes independent of
the system dimension.
5 Conclusion
We propose a two-step procedure for designing robust distributed controllers for systems with un-
known linear and time-invariant dynamics. Our method first actively probes the system to learn
a model, and then designs a robust distributed controller by taking into account the uncertainty of
the learned model. By taking advantage of recently-developed sparsity-promoting techniques in
system identification, together with the localized System Level Synthesis (SLS) framework, we
propose the first stabilizing and learning-based distributed controller with guaranteed sub-linear
sample complexity and near-linear (constant order if we assume parallel computation) computa-
tional complexity. The graceful scalability of the proposed method makes it particularly useful for
the control of large-scale and unknown systems with sparse interconnections.
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log-log regression.
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A Proof of Theorem 3
To prove Theorem 3, we consider the following operator
‖G‖E1 = sup
z∈T
‖G(z)‖1 (48)
for every G ∈ RH∞. The next lemma describes useful properties of the above operator.
Lemma 5. The following statements hold:
1. (Semi-norm property) The operator ‖ · ‖E1 is a well-defined semi-norm onRH∞.
2. (Sub-multiplicativity) For G,H ∈ RH∞, we have ‖GH‖E1 ≤ ‖G‖E1‖H‖E1 .
3. (Ho¨lder’s Inequality) For G ∈ RH∞, we have ‖G‖H∞ ≤
√‖G‖E1‖G>‖E1 .
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4. For G ∈ RH∞, we have ‖G‖H∞ ≤
√
k‖G‖E1 , where k is the maximum number of nonzero
elements in different rows of G.
5. For G ∈ RH∞, we have ‖G‖E1 ≤
∑∞
t=0 ‖G(t)‖1.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the definition of ‖·‖E1 . Consider the following
properties of the induced norms for matrices:
i. ‖G(z)H(z)‖1 ≤ ‖G(z)‖1‖H(z)‖1 for every z ∈ T.
ii. ‖G(z)‖2 ≤
√‖G(z)‖1‖G(z)>‖1 for every z ∈ T.
iii. ‖G(z)‖1 ≤ k‖G(z)>‖1 for every z ∈ T.
The second, third, and forth statements of the lemma are followed respectively from (i), (ii), and
(iii) combined with (ii), respectively. To show the validity of the last statement, note that
‖G‖E1 ≤ sup
z∈T
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
t=0
G(t)z−t
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ sup
z∈T
∞∑
t=0
∥∥G(t)z−t∥∥
1
≤
∞∑
t=0
‖G(t)‖1 (49)
We provide the proof for Theorem 3 in two steps:
1. We derive conditions under which a feasible solution to (26) can be constructed based on the
optimal solution of the oracle optimization.
3. We derive the gap between the cost of the designed feasible solution and the oracle cost in
terms of ¯ and L. The obtained gap will be used to derive an upper bound on the optimality
gap of the synthesized distributed controller.
The following Lemma characterizes a feasible solution to (26) based on the system responses of
the oracle controller.
Lemma 6. Suppose that
¯ <
(1− ρ?) min{α, 1− α}
16C?ρ?
k−2, L >
2 log(k) + log
(
2
√
2(‖A?‖∞+‖B?‖∞)
1−α
)
1− ρ? (50)
and that (Aˆ, Bˆ) has the same sparsity as (A,B). Then,
Φ˜x(t) = Φ
?
x(t), t = 1, . . . , L (51a)
Φ˜u(t) = Φ
?
u(t), t = 1, . . . , L (51b)
V˜ (t) =

0 if t = 0
−∆AΦ?x(t)−∆BΦ?u(t) if t = 1, . . . , L− 1
−AˆΦ?x(L)− BˆΦ?u(L) if t = L
(51c)
γ˜ =
2C?ρ?
1− ρ?
(
1
α
k3/2 +
2
√
2
1− αk
2
)
¯+
√
2
1− α · (‖A?‖∞ + ‖B?‖∞)C?k
2ρL? , (51d)
is feasible for (26).
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Proof. To show the feasibility of the proposed solution, first note that (50) results in
2C?ρ?
1− ρ?
(
1
α
k3/2 +
2
√
2
1− αk
2
)
¯ < 1/2,
√
2
1− α · (‖A?‖∞ + ‖B?‖∞)C?k
2ρL? < 1/2 (52)
where, in the second inequality, we used the relation − log(ρ∗) ≥ 1 − ρ?. This implies that
γ˜ < 1. Furthermore, the definition of (Φ˜x(t), Φ˜u(t), V˜ (t)) can be used to show that the con-
straints (26b), (26c), (26d), (26g), (26h) are satisfied. It remains to show the feasibility of (26e)
and (26f). One can write
max
j
L∑
t=0
‖V˜:,j(t)‖1 ≤(‖Aˆ‖∞‖Φ?x(L)‖1+‖Bˆ‖∞‖Φ?u(L)‖1)+
L−1∑
t=1
 (‖Φ?x(t)‖1 + ‖Φ?x(t)‖1)
≤(‖A?‖∞ + ‖B?‖∞ + 2¯)kC?ρL? +
2C?ρ?
1− ρ?k¯
≤(‖A?‖∞ + ‖B?‖∞)kC?ρL? +
4C?ρ?
1− ρ?k¯
≤1− α√
2
k−1γ˜
≤(1− α)k−1/2v γ˜ (53)
where, in the last inequality, we used the fact that kv ≤ 2k2. Similarly, we have
L∑
t=1
∥∥∥∥∥
[
¯Φx(t)
¯Φu(t)
]
:,j
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤
(
L∑
t=1
‖Φ?x(t)‖1 + ‖Φ?u(t)‖1
)
¯
≤ 2C?ρ?
1− ρ?k¯
≤ αk−1/2γ˜
≤ αk−1/2φ γ˜ (54)
where we used the fact that kφ ≤ k. This completes the proof.
Now we are ready to present the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3: Let
(
γL,
{
ΦLx (t)
}
,
{
ΦLu(t)
}
,
{
V L(t)
})
be the optimal solution of (26).
Consider the transfer functions ΦLx =
∑L
t=1 Φ
L
x (t)z
−t, ΦLu =
∑L
t=1 Φ
L
u(t)z
−t, and VL =∑L
t=0 V
L(t)z−t. Define ∆L = ∆AΦLx + ∆BΦ
L
u + V
L. One can easily verify that
[
zI − A? −B?
] [ΦLx
ΦLu
]
= I + ∆L (55)
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Now, we show that ‖∆L‖H∞ < 1. To this end, we write
‖∆L‖H∞ ≤ ‖∆AΦLx + ∆BΦLu‖H∞ + ‖VL‖H∞
≤ ∥∥[∆A
¯
∆B
¯
]∥∥
2
∥∥∥∥[¯ΦLx¯ΦLu
]∥∥∥∥
H∞
+ ‖VL‖H∞
(a)
≤
(∥∥∥∥[¯ΦLx¯ΦLu
]∥∥∥∥
E1
∥∥∥∥∥
[
¯ΦLx
¯ΦLu
]>∥∥∥∥∥
E1
)1/2
+
(
‖VL‖E1‖VL>‖E1
)1/2
(b)
≤ k1/2φ
∥∥∥∥[¯ΦLx¯ΦLu
]∥∥∥∥
E1
+ k1/2v ‖VL‖E1
(c)
≤ k1/2φ maxj
{
L∑
t=1
∥∥∥∥∥
[
ΦLx (t)
ΦLx (t)
]
:,j
∥∥∥∥∥
1
}
+ k1/2v max
j
{‖V L:,j(t)‖1}
≤ αγL + (1− α)γL
= γL < 1 (56)
where (a), (b), and (c) are due to Lemma 5 and the fact that the maximum number of nonzero
elements in different rows of
[
ΦLx (t)
> ΦLu(t)
>]> and V L(t) is upper bounded by kφ and kv, re-
spectively. Together with Theorem 2, this implies that the derived controller KL = ΦLuΦ
L
x
−1
stabilizes the true system. The rest of the proof is devoted to verifying the optimality gap for the
designed controller KL. Based on (56) and Lemma 1, one can write
J(A?, B?,K
L) =
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
ΦLx
ΦLu
]
(I + ∆L)−1
∥∥∥∥
H2
≤ 1
1− ‖∆L‖H∞
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
ΦLx
ΦLu
]∥∥∥∥
H2
≤ 1
1− γL
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
ΦLx
ΦLu
]∥∥∥∥
H2
(57)
Now, consider the transfer functions Φ˜x =
∑L
t=1 Φ˜x(t)z
−t and Φ˜u =
∑L
t=1 Φ˜u(t)z
−t, where Φ˜x(t)
and Φ˜u(t) are defined in Lemma 6. One can write
1
1− γL
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
ΦLx
ΦLu
]∥∥∥∥
H2
≤ 1
1− γ˜
∥∥∥∥[Q1/2 00 R1/2
] [
Φ˜x
Φ˜u
]∥∥∥∥
H2
≤ 1
1− γ˜ J? (58)
The first inequality is due to the feasibility of (γ˜, Φ˜x, Φ˜u, V˜). The second equality is due to the
fact that (Φ˜x, Φ˜u) are the truncations of the system responses when K? acts on the true system to
their first L time steps. This implies that
J(A,B,KL)− J?
J?
≤ 1
1− γ˜ − 1 (59)
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It remains to obtain an upper bound on the right hand side of the above inequality. We have
1
1− γ˜−1≤
1
1−
 2C?ρ?1− ρ?
(
1
α
k3/2 +
2
√
2
1− αk
2
)
¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
e1
+
√
2
1− α(‖A?‖∞+‖B?‖∞)C?k
2ρL?︸ ︷︷ ︸
e2

−1
=
e1 + e2
1− e1 − e2 (60)
Using (27), it is easy to verify that we have e1 ≤ 1/4 and e2 ≤ 1/4. This implies that
J(A,B,KL)− J?
J?
≤ 2(e1 + e2) (61)
Plugging back the definitions of e1 and e2, together with some simple algebra completes the
proof. 
B Proof of Proposition 2
We need a number of lemmas in order to prove this proposition.
Lemma 7. Given vectors a, b, and a positive definite matrix M , suppose that a>Ma = −a>Mb =
b>Mb. Then, we have a = −b.
Proof. a>Ma = −a>Mb and b>Mb = −b>Ma imply a>M(a + b) = 0 and b>M(a + b) = 0.
Combining these equations leads to (a+ b)>M(a+ b) = 0. Due to the positive definiteness of M ,
we have a = −b.
Lemma 8. For every feasible γ, g(γ)2 can be reformulated as the optimal solution of the following
QP:
min
x
1
2
x>Mx (62a)
s.t. H1x ≤ h1 + γ1 (62b)
H2x = 0 (62c)
where
- x is the vectorized concatenation of ({Φx(t)} , {Φu(t)}).
- M is a positive definite matrix,
- H1 and H2 are matrices that only depend on (Aˆ, Bˆ, α, k) and Cv.
- h1 is a vector whose nonzero elements have absolute value greater than 1.
- 1 is a vector whose elements are equal to 1.
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Proof. The proof follows after writing the slack variables {V (t)}Lt=0 in terms of {Φx(t)}Lt=1 and
{Φu(t)}Lt=1 and linearizing `1 norm. The details are omitted for brevity.
Proof of Proposition 2. According to Lemma 8, g(γ)2 is equivalent to (62) which is a strictly
convex QP. Therefore, based on the result of [78], the optimal solution of (62) is a continuous
function of γ when it is feasible. Therefore, g(γ)2 (and hence g(γ)) is continuous over the interval
[γ0, 1). By contradiction, suppose that
g(γ)
1−γ is not unimodal. Then, the quasiconvexity of
g(γ)
1−γ in the
interval [γ0, 1) implies that there must exist γ and γ¯ such that γ0 ≤ γ < γ¯ < 1 and g(γ)1−γ is constant
in the interval [γ, γ¯]. This implies that g(γ) = c(1 − γ) and g(γ)2 = c2(1 − γ)2 for some c and
every γ ∈ [γ, γ¯]. Define the active set I(γ) as the set of the row indices of H1 corresponding to the
active inequalities, i.e., the set of indices i for which we have (H1)i,:x = (h1)i+γ. LetH1[I(γ)] be
the submatrix of H1 after removing the rows not belonging to I(γ). Without loss of generality, we
assume that the matrix H[I(γ)] =
[
H>2 H1[I(γ)]
>]> is full row rank; otherwise, one can remove
the dependent rows of H[I(γ)] to reduce it to a full row rank matrix. Now, due to the continuity
of x(γ), there must exist γ and γ¯ such that γ ≤ γ < γ ≤ γ¯ and I(γ) remains the same for every
γ ∈ [γ, γ]. Let I(γ) be denoted as I∗ within this interval. Then, (62) is reduced to
min
x
1
2
x>Mx (63)
s.t. H[I∗]x = h3[I∗] + γh4[I∗] (64)
for every γ ∈ [γ, γ], where h3[I∗] =
[
0 h1[I
∗]>
]> and h4[I∗] = [0 1[I∗]>]>. We consider two
cases:
case 1: Suppose that I∗ is empty. This implies that h4[I∗] = 0 and therefore, g(γ) is constant over
the interval [γ, γ¯] which is a contradiction.
case 2: Suppose that I∗ is non-empty and hence, h4[I∗] 6= 0. Due to the feasibility of the affine
constraints, strong duality holds. Therefore, by solving the dual of (63), one can explicitly write
the optimal value of (63) in the form of
g(γ)2 =
1
2
(h3[I
∗] + γh4[I∗])>
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1
(h3[I
∗] + γh4[I∗])
=
1
2
(
h4[I
∗]>
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1
h4[I
∗]
)
γ2
+
(
h3[I
∗]>
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1
h4[I
∗]
)
γ
+
1
2
(
h3[I
∗]>
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1
h3[I
∗]
)
(65)
Since we assumed that g(γ)2 = c2(1 − γ)2 for every [γ, γ¯], the following equalities must be
satisfied:
h4[I
∗]>
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1
h4[I
∗] =− h3[I∗]>
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1
h4[I
∗]
= h3[I
∗]>
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1
h3[I
∗] (66)
Note that
(
H[I∗]M−1H[I∗]>
)−1 is positive definite due to the fact that H[I∗] is full row rank.
Therefore, Lemma 7 implies that h4[I∗] = −h3[I∗]. On the other hand, h4[I∗] has an element
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with value 1 due to the assumption that I∗ is non-empty. Furthermore, according to Lemma 8,
none of the elements of h4 have magnitude equal to 1. This contradicts with h4[I∗] = −h3[I∗] and
completes the proof. 
C Proof of Theorem 5
First, we show that the algorithm terminates in O(L3.5k7n log(n) log(1/η1) log(1/η2)) time. With-
out loss of generality, suppose that g(1) < +∞. Then, the while loop will take at most
dlog(1/η1)e iterations to satisfy |γc − γd| ≤ η1 and terminate. On the other hand, at each it-
eration, one needs to solve OPT1(γc), . . . ,OPTn(γc) and OPT1(γd), . . . ,OPTn(γd) by solv-
ing 2n instances of the reduced-QPs introduced in Lemma 4. Classical results on the interior
methods show that each QP can be solved to η2
n
-accuracy in O(L3.5k7 log(n) log(1/η2)) [71,
64]. Combining these time complexities, one can verify that the algorithm terminates in
O(L3.5k7n log(n) log(1/η1) log(1/η2)).
Next, we prove the statements 1 and 2 of the theorem.
Proof of statement 2: Suppose that γ0 > 1 − η1/2. Then, it is easy to verify that γa and γb will
obtain the following values at the end of the while loop:
γa = 1− η1, γb = 1 (67)
Therefore, 1−η1/2 will be assigned to γ¯ after the line 18 of the algorithm. This implies that γ0 > γ¯
and g(γ) = +∞ due to the definition of γ0.
Proof of statement 1: An argument similar to the proof of the first statement can be used to show
that g(γ¯) < +∞ at the termination of the algorithm. Next, we show that we have γL ∈ [γa, γb] at
the end of the while loop. This trivially holds if the interior point method that is used to solve
OPTi(γc) and OPTi(γd) could achieve zero optimality gap, i.e., gap(γ) = g(γ) at every iteration.
As mentioned before, this may not be the case since the values of g(γ) are available only up to
a nonzero approximation error. By contradiction, suppose γL 6∈ [γa, γb] at the end of the while
loop. Together with the unimodal property of g(γ)
1−γ , this implies that one of the following events
happens before the line 11 of the algorithm in at least one iteration of the while loop:
- g(γc) and g(γd) are finite, γL ∈ [γd, γb], g(γc)1−γc ≥
g(γd)
1−γd , and
gap(γc)
1−γc <
gap(γd)
1−γd
- g(γc) and g(γd) are finite, γL ∈ [γa, γc], g(γc)1−γc <
g(γd)
1−γd , and
gap(γc)
1−γc ≥
gap(γd)
1−γd
Suppose the first event occurs. In particular, assume that g(γc) and g(γd) are finite, γL ∈ [γd, γb],
and g(γc)
1−γc ≥
g(γd)
1−γd . It is easy to see that γd − γc > ∆γ due to the definition of ∆γ in (42). On the
other hand, notice that [γc, γd] ⊆ [γ0, γL] and hence, g(γ)1−γ is decreasing in [γ0, γL]. Therefore, we
have g(γc)
1−γc ≥
g(γd)
1−γd + ∆g due to the definition of ∆g in (43). This leads to the following series of
inequalities:
gap(γc)
1− γc ≥
g(γc)
1− γc ≥
g(γd)
1− γd + ∆g ≥
gap(γd)
1− γd +
(
∆g − η2
1− γd
)
(68)
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where the first and last inequalities are due to the fact that gap ≥ g(γc) and gap(γd) ≤ g(γd) + η2,
respectively. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that γd ≤
(
1− 2
1+
√
5
)
η1. Combining this inequality
with the assumption η2 ≤ 21+√5∆gη1 leads to
∆g − η2
1− γd ≥ ∆g −
1 +
√
5
2
η2
η1
≥ 0 (69)
Together with (68), these inequalities result in gap(γc)
1−γc ≥
gap(γd)
1−γd which is a contradiction. A similar
argument can be made to show that the second event does not occur. Therefore, we have γL ∈
[γa, γb] at the end of the while loop and therefore, |γ¯ − γL| ≤ η1/2. It remains to show that (44)
is valid, provided that η1 ≤ (1− γL)2. One can write
gap(γ¯)
1− γ¯ −
g(γL)
1− γL ≤
g(γ¯)
1− γ¯ −
g(γL)
1− γL︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)
+
η2
1− γ¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
(70)
We provide separate upper bounds for (a) and (b). One can verify that the following relation holds
for (b):
η2
1− γ¯ ≤
2η2
η1
≤ 2η1 (71)
where the first and second inequalities are due to γ¯ ≤ 1−η1/2 and the assumption η2 ≤ η12. Next,
we provide an upper bound for (a). One can write
g(γ¯)
1− γ¯ −
g(γL)
1− γL ≤ g(γ0)
∣∣∣∣ 11− γL + (γL − γ¯) − 11− γL
∣∣∣∣
≤ g(γ0) |γ
L − γ¯|
(1− γL + (γL − γ¯))(1− γL)
≤ g(γ0)
η1/2
(1− γL − η1/2)(1− γL) (72)
where η1 ≤ 2(1− γL)2 is used in the second inequality to ensure that the denominator is positive.
On the other hand, we have
1− γL − η1/2 ≥ 1− γL − (1− γL)2 ≥ (1− γL)γL (73)
Combining this inequality with (72) results in
g(γ¯)
1− γ¯ −
g(γL)
1− γL ≤
g(γ0)
2(1− γL)2γLη1 (74)
This completes the proof. 
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